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industry: semiconductor

Examples of
Equipment
Refurbishment
Opportunities
to Control Costs
in Semiconductor
Fabrication

Summary:
Many parts critical to front-end semiconductor fabrication (such as
electrostatic chucks, wafer pedestals, ceramic heaters and implant wheels)
experience wear-and-tear over time. This can cause parts to fail, and
replacement can be expensive, both in terms of new parts and in terms of
downtime needed to install them. Newer technologies are now available that
make refurbishing existing parts a feasible and cost-effective option.
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The Business Case for Parts Refurbishment
The high cost of new semiconductor fabrication equipment can
readily eat into the profitability of a plant. While the overall equipment
costs can reach into the billions of dollars for a single plant, it is often
the replacement costs for worn or faulty equipment that erodes
profits. Maximizing the productivity of existing equipment, then, is key
to retaining profit margins.
Refurbishment of critical parts like electrostatic chucks (ESCs), wafer
pedestals, ceramic heaters and implant wheels is a viable option.
That said, refurbishment by a third party will be cost effective only if
appropriate technologies are in place.
In this paper, we present three brief examples of common issues in
semiconductor fabrication that can be resolved in a cost-effective way
through testing, cleaning and refurbishment, rather than replacement.

Cleaning and Refurbishment of Electrostatic Chucks (ESCs)
ESCs are subject to several failure modes that all too frequently result in
performance problems. Many of these have to do with ESCs that have
accumulated contaminants over time. Some examples include scenarios
where:
• Process residues begin to plug helium cooling holes
• Contaminants coat the ESC surface
• The edge ring cracks or warps
• Chipped ceramic at sealing band
• Overheated silicone dielectric material
• DC arcing from plasma ignition
• Ceramic wear over time

When these scenarios happen, they can cause issues such as
wafer sticking and backside gas leak rate problems. Thus, testing
that includes surface morphology and topology analysis, as well as
functional testing to verify proper clamping and backside gas leak
rates when these problems occur can often pinpoint the specific
issues.
Reconditioning these ESCs is then an option for extending the life
of the part, thereby avoiding costs associated with replacement.
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INFINITY BONDING™ for Ceramic Heaters
The CVD process in semiconductor fabrication requires highquality, high-purity ceramic heating pedestals that can withstand
corrosive processes and achieve consistent, quality product output.
Nevertheless, problems can still arise when the integrity of the
ceramic surface becomes compromised—for example, when the
wafer pocket becomes cracked or irregular.
Traditionally, when such a scenario occurs, the entire assembly
would have to be replaced. But many ceramic surfaces can now
be “saved,” and the assembly re-used by using a process called
INFINITY BONDING™ or FACELIFT™. INFINITY BONDING is a
new breakthrough process that enables in-chamber equipment
to be repaired essentially to “like-new” condition, and in some
cases better than new. During the INFINITY BONDING process,
damaged ceramic material is removed, and a new ceramic wafer
pocket is bonded to the existing good ceramic. This provides a
new, undamaged heating surface without having to replace the entire
ceramic heater.

Disk Refurbishment
Implanter wheels, too, are subject to corrosion, especially in the cooling passage, pedestals and heat sinks. Wheel
replacement can be costly, making refurbishment a cost-effective option.
Inspection and testing using appropriate surface metrology systems are an important part of this process, as corrosion can
happen both internally and externally. Only high-purity silicon should be used for the coating process, using appropriate
deposition methods.
Testing of the completed assembly under full vacuum at the rotational speed used in process assures a properly balanced
wheel when put into the process tool.

Takeaways
While there are many ways to prevent damage to semiconductor fabrication equipment, it is inevitable that they will
experience wear-and-tear. In many cases, it is simply not economically feasible to replace or upgrade those parts. Simple
refurbishment can often be an alternative for extending the life of that equipment, if the refurbishing vendor has access to the
right battery of tests and technologies.

Further information is available at: www.watlow.com
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